Summary. The pressure distribution on a quarter infinite, zero thickness airfoil having a prescribed distribution of down wash (on the wing only), which exhibits a harmonic time dependence, is determined by a Fourier transform solution of the linearized, potential equation for supersonic flow. The solution is effected with the aid of the Wiener-Hopf technique and leads to a Green's function, which may be expressed either as a finite, definite integral or as an expansion in powers of a dimensionless frequency parameter. It is shown that the results are applicable to the calculation of the forces and moments on rectangular airfoils of effective aspect ratio (A cot 6, where 6 is the Mach angle) greater than unity. It appears that the force and moment coefficients of practical interest may be expressed in terms of known functions, including certain integrals which have been calculated for the two-dimensional, oscillating airfoil. The extension of the two-dimensional results to rectangular wings for which the prescribed down wash is constant along the span is particularly simple. The extension of the results for harmonic time dependence to the step function (Heaviside) case is indicated.
indirectly, to the case where these Mach waves intersect on the wing but do not intersect the opposite side edges. It is also possible to solve the case of arbitrarily small aspect ratio, but the results are so complex as to be of dubious practical value.
The method of solution to be used follows the Wiener-Hopf technique,4 which has previously been applied to the rectangular wing in a steady flow.5 2. Statement of problem. A thin, rectangular airfoil is located in the vicinity of the plane z = 0, and its projection there occupies the first quadrant of the xy plane. A flow of supersonic velocity U is directed along the positive x axis, so that the leading edge of the airfoil is projected on the positive y axis and the port side edge on the positive x axis, as shown in Fig. 1 . The boundary conditions are linearized in the usual manner, so that they may be applied at the projection of the airfoil on the plane z = 0, rather than at the airfoil proper. The equations of flow will also be linearized,6 so that the problem may be subdivided into antisymmetric and symmetric cases with respect to the plane z = 0; only the former case is of interest here, since the latter situation does not give rise to lift. Accordingly, it is sufficient to consider the half space z > 0 and to apply the boundary conditions appropriate to the airfoil in the plane z = 0+. The problem to be solved is then the specification of the perturbation pressure over the first quadrant of the plane z -0+ from a knowledge of the down wash there. 4N . Wiener and R. Paley, The Fourier transform in the complex domain, Amer. Ma. Soc. Colloq. Publ. 19, Ch. IV (1934) ; E. C. Titohmarsh, Theory of Fourier integrals, Oxford Press (1937) 339-349; E. Reissner, J. Ma. & Ph. 20, 219-223 (1941) . 6J . W. Miles, On the rectangular airfoil at supersonic speeds, No. Amer. Avia. Report AL 866 (1948) . 6A more complete discussion of the linearizing process and its various aspects is given by P. A. Lagerstrom, Linearized supersonic theory of conical wings, J.P.L. Progress Report 4-36. California Institute of Technology (1947); NACA T.N. 1685 (1948) .
The vector, perturbation velocity (q) due to the presence of the airfoil in the flow is specified as the gradient of a velocity potential Ub<j>, viz: q(z, y, z, t) = UbV<l>(x, y, z, t) (2.1) (b is a characteristic length, to be chosen in any convenient manner.) The gage pressure follows from Newton's law as:
p(x, y, z, t) = -pUb jft<t>(x, y, z, t) (2.2)
where D/Dt is the time differentiation operator in a fixed reference frame and, in linearized form, is given by:
it-ui + it ™
The condition of continuity, after linearization, leads to the scalar Helmholtz equation in the fixed reference frame, viz.:
v2</> = ? W2 * (2) (3) (4) where c is the sonic velocity for the ambient stream conditions. At this point, it is convenient to introduce the harmonic time dependence exp (iwt), the Mach angle 6, the frequency parameter k, the dimensionless coordinates (x', y', z'), and the modified potential, pressure, and downwash functions t(x', y', z'), y(x', y'), and a(x', y'), in accordance with the relations 6 = sin-1 (c/U) (2.5) k = (aib/c) tan 6 (2.6) x = (6 cot 6) x' (2.7a) y = by' (2.7b)
y(x', y') = -in sin dji(x', y', 0+) (2.9b)
a(x', y') = -^7 t(,x', y', 0+) (2.10) p(x, y, 0+, t) = -pU2 tan 9 exp -kx' csc 0)]y(x', y') (2.12)
The boundary value problem to be solved now may be posed as: find a solution to Eq. (2.11) which satisfies the boundary conditions y', 0+) = -«+(*', y'), y' > o (2.13)
y(x', y') =0, y' < 0 (2.14)
t(x', y', z') = 0, x' < z' (2.15)
Eq. (2.13) states that the (modified) downwash a+(x', ?/), is prescribed on the airfoil; Eq. (2.14) states that the pressure must vanish off the airfoil, since it is presumed asymmetric with respect to z, and only the airfoil is capable of supporting a discontinuity in pressure; and Eq. (2.15) states that the disturbance is propagated downstream and must vanish forward of the Mach waves originating at the leading edge of the airfoil. 3. Fourier integral formulation. A general solution to Eq. (2.11) may be conveniently formulated in terms of Fourier integrals. The Fourier transformation of a function of the space coordinates (x, y) into its representative in the (p, v) spectrum will be denoted by a transition from lower to upper case letters in the functional notation, and the conjugate transform operators T and T are defined by fix, y) = T{F(n, »>)} = ^ J dn J dvF(n, v) exp [iipx + vy)] (3.1a)
F(ji, v) = T{f{x, y)} = ~ J dx f dyf(x, y) exp [~i(jxx + vy)} (3.1b)
In general, the parameters m and v may be allowed complex values, but the paths of integration in the m and v planes must be suitably restricted in order to comply with both physical and mathematical requirements. Frequent reference will be made to Titchmarsh7 and Campbell and Foster8, simply by using the letters T and CF, followed by the appropriate equation number in the original source, although the notation used herein is not entirely consistent with either of these references.9
In addition to the entire transforms of Eq. (3.1), it is expedient to introduce the notation F+(ji, v) = T{f(x, y)l(x, y)} (3.2a) B-584 (1942) ; also published by D. Van Nostrand and Co., New York, N. Y. (1948) .
9In the ease of transformation with respect to a single variable, we find it convenient, however, to use the notation of ref. 8, such that, e.g./(x) = T^Fip.) J = 1 /2tt /"_«> dpi F(n) exp (ifix).
Thus, the inversions of section 5 correspond to ref. and (2.14), is given by (3.6) provided that the paths of integration in the n and v planes are suitably chosen. In order to determine the appropriate paths in the complex transform planes, it is necessary to establish a domain of regularity for r+ (/j, v) . If it is simply assumed that y(x, y) is bounded for large x (the behavior of y in y affects the behavior of T in v only), it follows from Eq. (3.1b) that T+(ti, v) will be regular in Im (p.) < 0, so that the yu integration may be carried out along a path in the lower half of the complex n plane. More specifically, T+(n, v) will be found to have a simple pole at n -+(k csc d + it) if the pressure on the wing, cf. Eq. (2.9a) behaves as exp (-ex) for large x, where e is a positive real constant, and will have a zero at n = k sin 6, as may be verified a posteriori. (Due to the zero in T at ju = k sin 6, ^ does not have a pole there.) In the present analysis, it suffices to take e = 0, insofar as Im (p.) < 0. Accordingly, the integrand in Eq. (3.6) is regular in n except for a simple pole on the real axis and the branch points in X, the latter being designated as ±moM, where, cf. Eq. Consider now the behavior of the solution (3.6) for x < z. The path of integration along the horizontal line chosen in accordance with Eq. (3.10) may be closed by a semicircle in the lower half (ji) plane. If n is denoted by Re'9 along the latter path, the choice of phase for X implies
Since 6 is negative along the semi-circle, the integrand of Eq. (3.6) is exponentially bounded, as long as x < z, and the contribution of this path to the contour integral therefore vanishes uniformly as R is allowed to become infinite (for -jr -1~6<0<-e, e > 0; the portions -e < 6 < 0 and -ir < 9 < -x+e may be interpreted as belonging to the path associated with the transform path for \p). Moreover, since the integrand is regular in the half plane bounded by Eq. (3.10), the entire contour integral vanishes by virtue of Cauchy's theorem, whence \p(x, y, z) vanishes identically for x < z, in satisfaction of Eq. (2.15).
The asymptotic behavior of the solution for large, positive x (i.e., the Trefftz plane) may be obtained by closing the contour in Im (p) > 0 plus "keyhole" paths around the branch points ±Mo , the only contributions to the integral coming from the latter paths and the pole at n = +k csc 8.10
Turning to the v plane, the branch points of X may be designated as ±v0 , where
Considering v0(n) in the n plane, the branch cuts are taken from ±/c to ± , so that the phase of v0 will be 0, -x/2, and -x for Im (p) = 0 and Re (/i) > <c, | Re (/x) | < k, and Re (m) < -k, respectively. As tx follows the horizontal path designated by Eq. (3.10) will follow a lower path, as shown in Fig. 3 , such that Im (v0) < Im (n) (3.14)
The cuts from the branch points ±y0 in the v plane must be chosen such that Re (X) > 0 (in order that the solution (3.6) will be bounded for all positive z) for all (p., v); accordingly, the path of integration in the v plane must pass under one branch point and over 10If the path for Eq. (3.6) is allowed to approach the real axis (also taking Im(v) = 0) and is indented under +k csc 8 and -F/io , the pole will give only half the contribution obtained for Im(j,i) < 0 and will also contribute an equal and opposite amount to the contour for x < z. It is necessary in this case to add an auxiliary solution, which is independent of x and is represented by tt5(/i -k csc 0)r+(/c csc 8, v) • exp [ -(x2 -k2 cot2 Returning to the solution (3.6), differentiating with respect to z, and substituting in Eq. (2.13) yields
It may be remarked that Eq. valid for all y, and (2.14). The results are
"See also Eq. (3.11) in this respect.
4. Solution of transform equation. The transform equation (3.17) may be solved with the aid of the Wiener-Hopf technique. While it is possible to treat an arbitrary distribution a+(x, y), the difficulty of inverting the complicated transforms which arise in any general solution probably would render it impracticable. Accordingly, it will be assumed that «+fo V) = V" exp (-Py)l(y)an(x) (4.1) which will be sufficiently general for most purposes. The transform of Eq. (4.1) with respect to y is given by CF 524.2, while the transform with respect to x will be denoted by AJji),12 whence A+ Ou, v) = (2ir)-1r(ra + 1)08 + iVyn~lAn(jx) (4.2a)
Accordingly, A + (jx, v) is regular in v except for a pole of order n + 1 at v = ip. Moreover, it may be verified a 'posteriori that y(x, y) behaves as a+(x, y) for large y and, therefore, also has a pole of order n + 1 at v = ip, while the fact that y(x, y) vanishes for y = 0, cf. Eq. (2.14), implies that its transform must vanish at least as where e is a positive constant, for large v. Similarly, it may be verified that a-(x, y) has a singularity of at worst y~1+ for small (negative) y and vanishes uniformly for large y, so that its transform vanishes for both large and small y. It follows that sufficient conditions for regularity of the various transforms in the complex n and v planes, and, therefore, suitably restricted domains in these planes, are
The restriction Im (/*) < -p is in accordance with Eq. (3.10) and conveniently places the line Im (v) = -Im (v0) above Im (c) = p, as shown in Eq. 4. It should be remarked that these conditions refer only to the individual transforms and do not necessarily imply regularity of the complete transform in Eq. (3.6), for which it is sufficient to require Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10).
Since A+ and T+ are regular in the lower half v plane and in the upper half, it is expedient to split G into two functions, which are regular, respectively, in these two domains; thus: G(n, v) = G+(n, i>)/G-(jx, v) (4.3a)
G+ ( where $+(v) and $_(v) are regular in the indicated domains, are identical in the common strip of regularity 0 < Im iy) < /3, and are, therefore, analytic continuations of the same function, say in the lower and upper half planes, respectively. The problem is now reduced to the determination of the function $(v), and, since 'P(v) is regular for all v, it must be an integral function.13 Indeed, since it is regular at infinity as well as in the finite plane, it must be a constant, by virtue of Liouville's theorem.14 To determine this constant, it suffices to examine $(i>) for large v. Recalling 
9b).15
In principle, the problem is now reduced to quadrature, i.e. the inversion of the transform ^(ju, v). Before considering this inversion, it is of interest to infer the behaviour of y(x, y) for small and large y directly from the behavior of Y+(ji, v) for large and small v, respectively. Thus, it is found that the pressure behaves as y1'2 for small y, since its transform behaves as v~3/2 for large v, while it behaves as yn exp (-fry) for large y, since the transform behaves as (J3 + iv)~n~l for small v, and the initial assumptions are verified. Similarly, it is found that a_(x, y) behaves as y~l/2 for small y and as {{x + y)/-y)1/21( x, y) for large y, therefore vanishing outside the Mach line x = -y and behaving as ( -y)~1/2 for large (negative) values of y within this Mach line, again verifying the initial assumptions. [Vol. IX, No. 1 5. Pressure distribution. It appears that Eq. (4.12) cannot be inverted in finite terms of known functions. However, the result can be partially inverted so as to exhibit characteristic features, after which it will suffice to deal with certain integrals of the pressure. Then, if (y -v) n~m is expanded by the binomial theorem, and the tj integration carried out prior to the n inversion, the latter may be effected by CF 571 and the end result expressed in terms of powers of y and integrals of Bessel functions of integral and half integral order. This solution is, however, readily obtainable by more direct methods, since the region in question is not influenced by the region between the side edge and the Mach line y = -x.
For small values of y the v inversion of Eq. (4.12) may be brought about by expanding the transform in powers of (1 /iv), but the results would still involve Bessel functions of fractional (odd multiples of 1/4), therefore being only slightly less complicated than the result of Eq. (5.3).
Still another approach is to expand the solution in powers of the frequency parameter k. Thus, if we determine the coefficients c,'™' in the expansion along with the Mach waves springing from the corners and the regions delineated by these waves. In the dimensionless coordinates of Eq. (2.7), the chord of the wing is chosen as 2 and the span as 2A. A', the "effective" aspect ratio, is related to the true aspect ration (4) through A' = A cot d (6.1)
Due to the choice of the dimensionless coordinates, the Mach waves (or lines) make angles of 45° with the direction of the free stream flow. A point in region 0 is influenced only by points on the wing, since the fore Mach lines through such a point both intersect the leading edge, so that the downwash is known at every point in the zone of influence of such a point, and the pressure may then be determined by an integration of this downwash. The zone of influence of a point in region I, however, includes part of the region II, off the wing, where the downwash is [Vol. IX, No. 1 not directly prescribed, at least in the problem under consideration. The effect of this latter region is to supply a pressure deficiency in region I, which is just sufficient to cancel the excess pressure along the side edge y = 0. Accordingly, if cPa(x, y) denotes the pressure (jump) coefficient at (x, y) due to the downwash at points on the wing which lie in the fore Mach cone subtended from (x, y), and cvt(x, y) represents the pressure deficiency due to the points in region II within this Mach cone, the pressure in region 0 is determined by cv"(x, y) alone, cVi(x, y) vanishing there, while the pressure in region I is determined by cv,{x, y) = cvix, y) -cVi{x, y) (6.2)
Now, in the case of the quarter infinite wing, the only regions of interest are 0 and I, and the required pressure coefficient indicated by Eq. The pressure in region I' on a rectangular wing of finite span may be determined from the pressure in region I by invoking symmetry considerations. Thus, by virtue of the linearization of the problem, the downwash distribution over the wing may be broken down into symmetric and antisymmetric distributions in accordance with the relations a+'\x, y) = a(+'\x, 2A -y) (6.4a) a{:\x, y) = -a(+"\x, 2A -y) (6.4b) and the corresponding pressures determined by a'\x, y) and a a) (x, y) will satisfy similar relations, whence it follows that cP,'(x, y) = cv.(x, y) =F cVi(x, 2A -y) (6.5) the top and bottom signs being associated with the symmetric and antisymmetric problems, respectively. Accordingly, the pressure at any point on a rectangular wing, for which the Mach lines from the leading edge corners do not intersect on the wing (i.e., A' > 2), or indeed for any wing which has the leading edge x = 0, the side edges y = 0, 2/1, and a trailing edge which lies entirely in the regions 0, I, and I' and nowhere has a sweepback angle in excess of the Mach angle (45° in the dimensionless coordinates), is directly determined by the solution for the quarter infinite wing. Consider, now, the less restricted case for which the Mach lines from the leading edge corners do not intersect the opposite side edges (i.e., A' > 1). For this wing, the pressure coefficient in region III may be cast in the form <W«(®, V) = c"Xx, V) ~ cPi(x, y) =F cPi(x, 2A -y) (6.6) This result follows directly from superposing the pressure deficiencies from the two edges. If the pressure coefficient given by Eq. (6.6) is now integrated over the wing with a weighting factor which is restricted in its (x, y) dependence to have the same symmetry as a+(x, y), it is found that the result is identical with that which would have been obtained on the assumption A' > 2. It follows that the results of this paper may be used for the calculation of the forces and moments on a rectangular wing subject to the restriction A' > 1. 7. Lift and moments. The integrals of primary interest for the oscillating wing are the lift, mid-chord pitching moment, and rolling moment. The appropriate, dimensionless coefficients are defined as follows:
where {x, y) are the true coordinates, S is the wing area, 2b is the chord, and 2bA is the span.
Whereas it was more convenient in studying solutions to the potential equation to deal with the quantities defined in Eqs. (2.5)-(2.10), it is rather more natural in dealing with the forces on the rectangular wing to introduce the new, dimensionless quantities x° = x/2b = 1/2 x' cot 6 (7.4a) y° = y/b = y' (7.4b) cP(xn, y°) exp (iut) = -U~l ^z(.x, y, t) (7.5a) oP(xa, y°) = exp ( -i\xu)a(x', y') (7.5b) yD(x°, y°) exp (iut) = Q pU^j [-2p(x, y, 0+)] = 4bU~l y, 0+, t) (7.6a) ya(xa, y°) = 4 tan 0 exp ( -i\xa)y(x', y') (7.6b) X = 2k sec2 6 (7.7) k = (cob/U) (7.8)
The unit of length selected is the half chord (b), in accordance with the generally accepted, two-dimensional notation. The reduced frequency parameters k and X are also defined in accordance with standard notation, namely that used by Biot. In order to evaluate the lzmn{x), the restriction A' >2 will be imposed (recalling, cf. section 6, that the end results for the force coefficients will be valid for A' > 1), whence 2xn tan 6 < A. Accordingly, the upper limit A in the y integrations may be replaced by infinity, by virtue of the step function \{x -y) in km(x), cf. Eq. (5.3). Then, if km(x, y) is substituted in Eqs. (7.17) and (7.18), the y integrals may be evaluated in terms of Gamma functions and the p. inversions effected by GF 571, whence C»0z) = 7r"1/2r(n -m + 1) X (-)sr~'(n -m -s + 2, 3)r~'(s + 1)
•s =0
• 8. Downwash independent of y. In principle, any practical downwash distribution may be expanded in terms of the form ynan(x), the only restriction being that the spanwise dependence be sufficiently continuous to allow a power series expansion to the desired accuracy. In practice, the evaluation of the terms in Eq. (7.20) and the integrations indicated by Eqs. (7.12)-(7.14) will be exceedingly cumbersome for large n. The simplest case is that of a downwash which exhibits no spanwise dependence, i.e. n = 0, which will be treated in this section. In this case only CL and CM are of interest, so that only is required. Setting n = 0 in Eq. The first term in the square brackets corresponds to the two dimensional result,17 and the second term may be interpreted as the correction for finite aspect ratio. Moreover, the two dimensional results (for lift and moment coefficients) may be expressed in terms of a set of integrals (required for n = 0, 1, 2, 3) of the form18 fn = /.(X, 9) = f r exp (-i\£)J0(\£ sin 0) (8.2)
•>0 "J. W. Miles, The aerodynamic forces on an oscillating airfoil at supersonic speeds, J. Aero Sci. 14, 351-359 (1947) , Eqs. (9) As a simple example, and as an additional check on the results, the lift coefficient for a flat, rectangular wing at an angle of attack a0 in a steady flow (so k = X = 0) will be calculated. Setting oP(x) = a" and k = X = 0 in Eq. (8.1) yields
The corresponding lift coefficient is given by Eq. (7.12b) as
in agreement with the well known result of Busemann.19 9. Moment due to roll. As an example of an antisymmetric problem, the moment due to roll will be calculated. If the angular velocity in roll about the midspan line is p, the dimensionless downwash distribution is given by oP(x, y) = l(x, y)(pbA/U)(A~1y -1) (9.1)
The required pressure function for the determination of the rolling moment, cf.
Eq. (7.14b), is therefore -V? + V?/A; calculating this quantity from Eq. (7.23), substituting in Eq. (7.14b), and integrating the resulting terms in sin 8) and cos (X? sin 8) by parts, the integrals may be evaluated in terms of the /" and f* of Eqs. 10. Arbitrary time dependence. While the present paper has been focused on the case of harmonic time dependence, the results are, in principle, applicable to the calculation of the forces on the wing due to a downwash with an arbitrary time dependence, by virtue of the linearization and the well known Fourier theorem.
An alternative approach to the treatment of arbitrary time dependence would be to use the response to a step function as the basic solution. In this case, the dimensionless downwash is presumed to be of the form oP{x, y, t) = oP{x, y)l[t -t0(x, y)] (10.1) which is to say that the disturbance at (x, y) arises abruptly at t0(x, y). which is to say that the indicial admittance a is the Bromwich integral of the Green's function k. Accordingly, the two approaches are complementary, and, having solved for k, as in the present paper, a follows from Eq. (10.5). The application to the gust loading of a rectangular wing has been given in a separate paper.20 11. Numerical results. Numerical results for the lifts and moments on a rectangular airfoil due to plunging and pitching oscillations have been obtained and are available elsewhere. 21 12. Related papers (added in proof). The special case of section 7 has been treated independently by Stewart and Li22 and by Stewartson.23 The results presented in the latter paper are in agreement with those presented herein, whereas those of the former are not. Moreover, the result (8.1) has been checked by the author, using still a fourth method.24 Hence, it appears that the general method developed by Stewart and Li may be in error.
